
Here is the list of conditions that the TimeWaver Frequency database holds frequencies for, compiled from 
screenshots on my Frequency machine. All, except for those in the last screenshot on the final page, are 
Nuno Nina developed Gold Frequencies. 
 
Using these, I can create customized Healy programs for Healy users. These are transfered to the 
‘Therapist Programs’ page on your Healy app once you give me your Therapist TAN number.   
I charge £30 GBP for a bespoke program (payment by Credit or Debit Card).  

Due to sheer number of inquiries, the quickest way to gurantee a transfer is to pay for a program and book 
a transfer slot using this link - https://timewaverlondon-0.youcanbook.me 
I may not respond immediately, but other ways of contacting me are as follows - 
Facebook Messenger: Kevin Whitcher / Kevin Whitcher’s Quantum Stressbusting 
Email: timewaverlondon@gmail.com 
WhatsApp messages: +44 7899 886264 (please message, don’t phone!)
 
NB - If any of the conditions are listed in the contraindications for the Healy, these will only be supplied  
on the strict understanding that they are used under the supervision of a qualified medical practictioner.

Custom Programs For Your Healy!
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john@getwellcapsule.com
Typewritten text
                                                       KEVIN WHITCHER (11/10/20 £30 GBP = $39.717 US Dollar)
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The databases in Frequency 
Level above are not Nuno Nina 
Gold Frequencies. This does not 
necessarily make them any less 
effective, but the TimeWaver 
Frequency was developed to 
incorporate Nuno Nina’s work so his 
frequencies are prioritized.


